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To investigate frequency-dependent current noise (FDCN) in open quantum systems at steady states,
we present a theory which combines Markovian quantum master equations with a finite time full
counting statistics. Our formulation of the FDCN generalizes previous zero-frequency expressions
and can be viewed as an application of MacDonald’s formula for electron transport to heat transfer.
As a demonstration, we consider the paradigmatic example of quantum heat transfer in the context
of a non-equilibrium spin-boson model. We adopt a recently developed polaron-transformed Redfield equation which allows us to accurately investigate heat transfer with arbitrary system-reservoir
coupling strength, arbitrary values of spin bias, and temperature differences. We observe a turn-over
of FDCN in the intermediate coupling regimes, similar to the zero-frequency case. We find that the
FDCN with varying coupling strengths or bias displays a universal Lorentzian-shape scaling form
in the weak coupling regime, and a white noise spectrum emerges with zero bias in the strong coupling regime due to distinctive spin dynamics. We also find that the bias can suppress the FDCN in
the strong coupling regime, in contrast to its zero-frequency counterpart which is insensitive to bias
changes. Furthermore, we utilize the Saito-Utsumi relation as a benchmark to validate our theory
and study the impact of temperature differences at finite frequencies. Together, our results provide
detailed dissections of the finite time fluctuation of heat current in open quantum systems. Published
by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5025367

I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid development in nanotechnologies opens an
avenue for studying heat transfer in mesoscopic systems.1–4
At the nano-scales, fluctuations of heat become increasingly
relevant5 to the performance and stability of nanostructured
devices. To better characterize the fluctuations, higher order
statistics of heat transfer beyond the stationary heat current are
needed and cannot be directly obtained from the standard heat
conductance measurements. Hence, it is desirable to formulate
a theoretical framework to analyze heat-transfer statistics for
these systems.
So far, analytical results on the heat-transfer statistics
are limited to the infinite time limit (i.e., the zero frequency
limit) where well-established frameworks such as the large
deviation theory,6 steady state fluctuation theorem,7–9 and full
counting statistics (FCS)10–12 can be utilized. Both the stationary heat current 13–15 and variance of heat current have
been studied for open quantum systems at steady states.16–21
However, this is by no means the complete story. Finitefrequency components of heat fluctuations provide a rich
set of new information about the steady state heat statistics beyond what could be inferred from the zero-frequency
component, as already demonstrated for electronic heat transport in the wide-band limit.22 Apart from this example, and
0021-9606/2018/148(23)/234104/11/$30.00

some notable exceptions,23,24 the behaviors of the finite frequency heat-transfer statistics are still largely unexplored due
to the absence of a general theoretical framework that can
extract finite time fluctuation properties of heat at steady
states.
In this work, we present a theoretical method to study
the frequency-dependent current noise (FDCN) for nonequilibrium open quantum systems.25–27 We extend MacDonald’s
formula28,29 in electron transport to heat current which formally expresses the FDCN in terms of an integral of the timedependent second order cumulant of transferred heat evaluated
at steady states, thus generalizing previously expressions for
zero-frequency heat current noise.18–21 In order to calculate
the time-dependent cumulant of heat involved in the FDCN,
we follow the scheme of a finite time FCS developed for electron transport30,31 and propose an analogous framework. Our
theory can be applied to open quantum systems described
by Markovian quantum master equations and possesses good
adaptability. Figure 1 clearly summarizes the physical picture
underlying the finite-time heat fluctuation we introduce in the
present work.
To illustrate the formalism, we study the case of a
nonequilibrium spin-boson (NESB) model26,33 which is a
paradigmatic example for quantum heat transfer.13 By combining a recently developed nonequilibrium polaron-transformed
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function22
1
h{∆I(t1 ), ∆I(t2 )}i
(3)
2
with ∆I(s) = I(s) − hIi being the fluctuation of time depend L
HB (s) from its average value,
dent heat current I(s) = − ds
where the anti-commutator {A, B} = AB + BA ensures the
Hermitian property. At steady states, the correlation function only depends on the time difference such that S(t 1 , t 2 )
= S(τ) with τ = |t 1 − t 2 | being the time interval. Therefore,
the Fourier transform yields the FDCN S(ω) for the heat
current
∞
S(ω) = S(−ω) =
dτeiωτ S(τ) ≥ 0.
(4)
S(t1 , t2 ) =

FIG. 1. Illustration of the “finite time” parameter regime. The total system
has reached the steady state at t = 0. The two-time measurements are taken at
t = 0 and t with a nonzero counting field χ.

Redfield equation (NE-PTRE) for the reduced spin
dynamics14,20 and the finite time FCS, we are able to study
the FDCN of the NESB from a unified perspective. New phenomena are found and explained analytically. These results
manifest the versatility of our proposed framework and how it
can be used to study FDCN in a variety of quantum transport
setups.34–36
The paper is organized as follows. We first propose our
general theory for the FDCN in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we introduce
the NESB model and the NE-PTRE with FCS. In Sec. IV,
we study the FDCN of the NESB in detail by analyzing the
impact of coupling strength, bias, and temperature differences.
In Sec. V, we summarize our findings.
II. THEORY
A. Frequency-dependent heat current noise power

We consider heat transfer systems, consisting of a central
region attached to non-interacting bosonic reservoirs at different temperatures. This setup can be described by a general
Hamiltonian
H = Hs + HI + HB ,
(1)
P
P
where H s refers to the system, HB = v=L,R HBv = k,v=L,R
†
†
ωk,v bk,v
bk,v is the bosonic reservoirs’ part with bk,v
and bk,v
being the bosonic creation and annihilation operators for the
mode k of frequency ωk,v in the vth reservoir characterized
P
by an inverse temperature βv ≡ Tv−1 (T L , T R ), H I = v Vv
⊗ Bv is the interaction between the system and reservoirs which
assumes a bilinear form with Bv being an arbitrary operator
of the vth reservoir and Vv being the corresponding system
operator. This setup encompasses a broad range of dissipative
and transport settings. Throughout the paper, we set ~ = 1 and
k B = 1.
The stationary heat current is defined by
hIv (t)i = −

d v
hH (t)i,
dt B

(2)

where we denote h· · · i ≡ Tr[· · · ρss ] with ρss being the total
steady state density matrix. Due to the energy conservation,
we introduce hIi ≡ hI L i = −hI R i. We simply focus on the heat
current I and its fluctuation statistics. It is worthwhile to mention that the above definition is consistent with the quantum
thermodynamics and can be applied in the strong coupling
regime.37
We assume that the total system has reached the unique
steady state at t = 0 and then the heat current noise at
finite times is described by the symmetrized auto-correlation

−∞

Since S(ω) is an even function in frequency and strictly semipositive in accordance with the Wiener-Khintchine theorem,
in the following we consider positive values of the frequency,
ω > 0, only.
According to the definition of heat current in Eq. (2), we
can introduce Q(t) = HBL (t) − HBL (0) as the heat transferred
from the left reservoir to the right reservoir in the time span 0
to t 12 [we assume that the left reservoir has a higher temperature and HBL (t) is the Hamiltonian operator in the Heisenberg
picture] with hQ(t)i = hIit, and in analogy with MacDonald’s formula in electron charge transport,28,29 we find (for
completeness, we present a derivation for heat transfer in the
Appendix)
∞
∂
(5)
S(ω) = ω
dt sin(ωt) hQ2 (t)ic ,
∂t
0
where we define the second order cumulant of heat as
hQ2 (t)ic ≡ hQ2 (t)i − hQ(t)i2 . Equation (5) can be viewed
as an application of MacDonald’s formula in electron charge
transport to heat transfer. However, in contrast to the electron
charge current, the above MacDonald-like formula represents
the total heat current noise spectrum due to the absence of a
displacement current component in heat transfer setups. This
formally exact relation enables us to calculate FDCN from the
finite time heat statistics. The second order cumulant involved
in the above definition can be obtained from the cumulant
generating function (CGF) which is the main focus of the
FCS (see, e.g., Ref. 8 and reference therein). However, instead
of considering the FCS in the infinite time limit as in previous heat transfer studies, we should follow the framework of
a finite time FCS developed for electron transport 30,31 such
that finite time properties of cumulants of transferred heat
which are essential for the finite-frequency noise power can be
extracted.
The above finite frequency definition for S(ω) can recover
the well-known zero-frequency expression. To see this, we
introduce the regularization38
ω sin ωt = (ω sin ωt + ε cos ωt)e−εt , ε → 0+ ,

(6)

which ensures correct results at the ω = 0 case. Then Eq. (5)
reduces to
∞
∂
.
(7)
S(0) = ε
e−εt hQ2 (t)ic
∂t
0
ε→0+
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By using the final value theorem of the Laplace transform, we
obtain
∂ 2
S(0) =
hQ (t)ic
.
(8)
∂t
t→∞
In the infinite time limit (see Fig. 1), all cumulants increase linearly in time t as guaranteed by the FCS,8 then the above relation is just the expression utilized in recent studies on S(0).18–21
Therefore, Eq. (5) generalizes previous zero-frequency expressions.
B. Finite time full counting statistics
1. Finite time generating functions

In accordance with the definition of heat current, we study
the statistics of heat Q(t) transferred from the left reservoir to
the right reservoir during a time interval [0, t]. The specific
measurement of the net transferred heat Q(t) is performed
using a two-time measurement protocol:8,39 Initially at time
t = 0 where the total system has reached the steady state, we
introduce a projector Kq0 = |q0 q0 | with |q0 i being one of the
eigen-states of the left bath Hamiltonian HBL to measure the
quantity HBL , giving an outcome q0 . A second measurement
is performed at time t with a projector Kqt = |qt qt | (|qt i is
also one of the eigen-states of the left bath Hamiltonian HBL at
time t) and an outcome qt . Hence, the measurement outcome
of net transferred heat is determined by Q(t) = qt − q0 . The
corresponding joint probability to measure q0 at t = 0 and qt
at time t reads
P[qt , q0 ] ≡ Tr{Kqt U(t, 0)Kq0 ρ(0)Kq0 U † (t, 0)Kqt },

(9)

where U(t, 0) is the unitary time evolution operator of the
total system and ρ(0) is the total density matrix when the
counting starts. We should choose ρ(0) = ρss as we are interested in fluctuations at steady states. Such an initial condition
can be constructed by switching on the interaction H I from
the infinite past, where the density matrix ρ(−∞) is given
by a direct product of density matrices of the system ρs and
bosonic baths ρB . The corresponding counting scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1. The probability distribution for the difference
Q(t) = qt − q0 between the outputs of the two measurements is
given by
X 

p(Q, t) =
δ Q(t) − (qt − q0 ) P[qt , q0 ],
(10)
qt ,q0

where δ(x) denotes the Dirac distribution. Then we can
introduce a finite time moment generating function (MGF)
associated with this probability,

Z( χ, t) =
dQ(t)p(Q, t)eiχQ(t)
(11)
with χ being the counting-field parameter. Its logarithm gives
the CGF G( χ, t) = ln Z( χ, t).
To derive explicit expressions for generating functions
that are suitable for analytical as well as numerical studies, we
focus on open quantum systems described by a reduced density matrix ρs (t) which obeys a generalized Markovian master
equation
ρ̇s (t) = −L ρs (t)
(12)

with Ȧ(t) ≡ ∂A(t)
∂t and L being the Liouvillian operator driving the dynamics of the system. Although we limit ourselves
to Markovian master equations, an extension to include nonMarkovian effects40–42 is possible, which will be addressed in
the future work.
In order to investigate the statistics of transferred heat
during the time span [0, t] at steady states, we proceed by projecting the reduced density matrix ρs (t) onto the subspace of Q
net transferred heat and denote this Q-resolved density matrix
as ρs (Q, t), in analogy with the n-resolved density matrix in
quantum optics43 and mesoscopic electron transport.44 The
probability p(Q, t) in Eq. (10) is just
p(Q, t) = Tr[ρs (Q, t)].

(13)

The MGF can conveniently be expressed as
Z( χ, t) = Tr[ρs ( χ, t)]

(14)

in terms of the χ-dependent density matrix ρs ( χ, t)
= ∫ dQei χQ ρs (Q, t). We note that by setting χ = 0, we recover
the original density matrix: ρs ( χ = 0, t) = ρs (t).
To evaluate the MGF and CGF, we consider a modified
master equation governing the evolution of the χ-dependent
density matrix. According to Eq. (12), the modified master
equation takes the form of
ρ̇s ( χ, t) = −L χ ρs ( χ, t)

(15)

with a χ-dependent Liouvillian L χ . Since Eq. (15) is a linear
differential equation for ρs ( χ, t), it can be rewritten as
| ρ̇s ( χ, t)

= −L χ | ρs ( χ, t) ,

(16)

where |ρs ( χ, t) is the vector representation of ρs ( χ, t) and
L χ is the matrix representation of L χ in the Liouville space.8
Here we use double angle brackets to distinguish these vectors
from the ordinary quantum mechanical “bras” and “kets.” By
formally solving the above equation, we find
| ρs ( χ, t)

= e−L χ t | ρstat
,
s

(17)

as we require that the system at t = 0 has reached the steady
state defined by L| ρstat
= 0 or by simply tracing out the
s
reservoir degrees of freedom in the total steady state ρss .
Since the Liouvillian L conserves probability, it holds that
Tr[L ρs (t)] = 0 for any density matrix. This implies that the
left zero-eigenvector of L is the vector representation of the
trace operation, i.e., 0̃|L = 0 and 0̃| ρstat
= Tr[ρstat
s
s ] = 1.
Combining Eqs. (14) and (17), we then obtain the following
compact expression:
Z( χ, t) =

0̃|e−L χ t | ρstat
s

≡

e−L χ t ,

(18)

which holds for a system that has been prepared in an arbitrary state in the distant past. The system has then evolved
until t = 0, where it has reached the steady state. At t = 0,
we start collecting statistics to construct the probability distribution p(Q, t) for Q net transferred heat in the time span
[0, t].
We then diagonalize the L χ as
X
Lχ =
µn ( χ)|fn ( χ)
gn ( χ)|
(19)
n
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with µn being the nth eigenvalue and |f n ( χ)ii and hhgn ( χ)|
being the corresponding right and left eigenvectors, respectively. In the χ → 0 limit, one of these eigenvalues, say µ0 ( χ),
tends to zero and the corresponding eigenvectors give the
stationary states 0̃| and | ρstat
for the system. This sins
gle eigenvalue is sufficient to determine the zero-frequency
FCS.11 By contrast, here we need all eigenvalues and eigenvectors for constructing finite time FCS. We can rewrite the
MGF as
X
Z( χ, t) =
e−µn (χ)t Fn ( χ)
(20)
n

with Fn ( χ) = 0̃|fn ( χ)
gn ( χ)| ρstat
s P . Consequently, the
CGF can be expressed as G( χ, t) = ln n e−µn (χ)t Fn ( χ).
2. Expressions of FDCN

Introducing the nth cumulant hQn (t)ic of Q(t) as
hQn (t)ic =

∂n
,
G( χ, t)
∂(i χ)n
χ=0

(21)

and the coefficients
Cmn (t)

∂ n+m
=
G( χ, t)
,
∂(i χ)n ∂Am
χ=0

where A ≡ β R − β L denotes the affinity, we will have
∞
∂
S(ω) = ω
dt sin ωt C02 (t).
∂t
0

(22)

(23)

(24)

in steady states with hQ2 (t)i being the second order moment of
∂2
heat Q(t) generated by the MGF: ∂(iχ)
2 Z( χ, t)| χ=0 . Inserting
this expression into Eq. (23) and evaluating the integral, we
have
∞
∂2
∂
S(ω) = ω
dt sin ωt Z( χ, t)| χ=0 .
(25)
2
∂t
∂(i χ) 0
Utilizing the Laplace transform (t → λ), the above equation
can be cast into41
S(ω) = −


ω2 ∂ 2 
Ω( χ, λ = iω) + Ω( χ, λ = − iω)
2 ∂(i χ)2

III. NONEQUILIBRIUM SPIN-BOSON MODEL
A. Model setup

To illustrate our general method, we analyze the statistics of the prototypical example of quantum heat transfer
through a NESB model.26,33 The NESB consists of a twolevel spin in the central region and is described by the
Hamiltonian
∆
ε0
(27)
Hs = σ z + σ x ,
2
2
where ε 0 is the bias, ∆ is the tunnelling constant between two
levels, and σ x ,z are the Pauli matrices. Since the spectrum of
the system Hamiltonian is a symmetric function of bias, here
we only consider positive bias. The operators in the interaction
term H I read
X
†
V v = σz , B v =
gk,v (bk,v
+ bk,v )
(28)
k

This formal exact relation represents a nonlinear superposition of thermal (Johnson-Nyquist), shot, and quantum noises
and enables us to investigate the FDCN within the framework
of finite time FCS for open quantum systems, thus constituting one of main results in this work. If we introduce Jmn as
∂ n
the long time limit of ∂t
Cm (t), then S(0) = J02 according to
Eq. (8).
Equation (23) is particularly useful in obtaining analytical
results provided that the dimension of the Liouvillian operator
L χ is relatively small. If the eigen-problem of the Liouvillian
operator becomes complicated, we should resort to a numerical
treatment. We note
C02 (t) = hQ2 (t)i − hQ(t)i2 = hQ2 (t)i − (It)2

where we denote Z( χ, λ) = hhΩ( χ, λ)ii with Ω( χ, λ)
= (λ + L χ )−1 . This expression is more suitable for numerical simulations as only the stationary state at t = 0 and the
Liouvillian operator are needed.

χ=0 ,

(26)

with gk,v being the system-reservoir coupling strength. The
influence of bosonic reservoirs is characterized by a specP 2
tral density γv (ω) = 2π k gk,v
δ(ω − ωk,v ). For reservoirs
with infinite degrees of freedom, γv (ω) can be regarded
as a continuous function of its argument; then, we can let
1−s e−ω/ωc,v with α being the dimensionγv (ω) = πα v ωs ωc,v
v
2
less system-reservoir coupling strength of the order of gk,v
and ωc,v being the cut-off frequency of the vth bosonic reservoir. For simplicity and without loss of generality, we consider
the super-Ohmic spectrum s = 3 which is of experimental
relevance45 and choose α L = α R = α, ωc,L = ωc,R = ωc .
We limit our calculation to the so-called nonadiabatic limit
of ∆/ωc  1. For fast reservoirs, it has been demonstrated that
the polaron transformation (PT) is suitable for the entire range
of system-bath coupling strength14,15,46,47 and enables us to
study the impact of system-reservoir interaction beyond the
weak coupling limit. Thus we perform the PT with the unitary
operator
X gk,v
†
U = exp[iσz Φ/2],
Φ = 2i
(bk,v
− bk,v ) (29)
ω
k,v
k,v
such that
HT = U † HU = H̃0 + H̃I ,

(30)

where the free Hamiltonian is H̃0 = H̃s + H̃B with the reservoir Hamiltonian remains unaffected, H̃B = HB , and the
transformed system Hamiltonian reads
H̃s =

η∆
ε0
σz +
σx ,
2
2

(31)

where the renormalization factor due to the formation of
polarons reads14,20,48,49
X ∞
γv (ω)
βv ω +
η = exp*−
dω
coth
.
(32)
2
2 2πω
, v 0
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For the super-Ohmic spectrum s = 3 we consider here, the
P
renormalization factor is specified as η = exp{− v α[−1
2
+ (β ω )2 ψ1 (1/ βv ωc )]/2}, with the trigamma function
v c
P
2
ψ1 (x) = ∞
n=0 1/(n + x) . As can be seen, in the weak coupling regime, η becomes 1, while in the strong coupling
regime, it vanishes. The transformed interaction term, originated from the tunneling term in Eq. (27), takes the following
form:
∆
(33)
H̃I = [σx (cos Φ − η) + σy sin Φ].
2
It’s evident that H̃I contains arbitrary orders of the systemreservoir coupling strength by noting the form of Φ in Eq. (29);
however, its average vanishes. Hence we can treat H̃I perturbatively, regardless of the coupling strength. Therefore, in the
polaron picture, we can study finite time FCS from the weak
to strong system-reservoir coupling regime.
B. Nonequilibrium polaron-transformed
redfield equation

In order to study finite time FCS of heat in the polaron picture, we follow a recently developed NE-PTRE method which
leads to the following master equation for the reduced density
matrix ρs (t):14,20
X
X
ρ̇s (t) = −i[H̃s , ρs ] +
Γl (ω)[Pl (ω)ρs , Pl (ω 0)]
l=e,o ω,ω0 =0,±ω0

+ H.c.,
(34)
q
where ω0 = ε 20 + η 2 ∆2 is the energy gap in the eigenbasis and Pe(o) (ω) is the transition projector in the
eigenbasis obtained from the evolution of Pauli matrices
P
σx(y) (−τ) = ω=0,±ω0 Pe(o) eiωτ . The subscript e(o) denotes
the even (odd) parity of the transfer dynamics. The tran 2 ∞
sition rates are Γo (ω) = η∆
∫ 0 dτeiωτ sinh[Qc (τ)] and
2
 η∆  2 ∞
Γe (ω) =
∫ 0 dτeiωτ (cosh[Qc (τ)] − 1) with Qc (τ)
2
denoting the sum of bosonic correlation functions Qc (τ)
P
= v Qv (τ),
"
#
∞
γv (ω)
βv ω
Qv (τ) =
dω
coth
cos
ωτ
−
i
sin
ωτ
.
(35)
2
πω2
0

χ

where τσ ≡ στ − χ and the χ-dependent bosonic correlation function becomes Qc (τ − χ) = QL (τ − χ) + QR (τ).
We note that the NE-PTRE14 provides an accurate account
of the nonequilibrium response of a quantum system contacted by super-Ohmic bath models in the scaling and hightemperature limits such that the Markovian approximation
holds.
Defining the vector form of the χ-dependent reduced
χ
χ
χ
χ
χ
density matrix as | ρs ( χ, t) = [P11 , P00 , P10 , P01 ]T with Pij
= hi| ρs ( χ, t)|ji, we can express the χ-dependent NE-PTRE in
the Liouville space, i.e., | ρ̇s ( χ, t) = −L χ | ρs ( χ, t) . Inserting the form of L χ obtained from the χ-dependent NE-PTRE
Eq. (36) into the formal expression for S(ω) Eq. (26), we
can obtain explicit numerical results for the FDCN as a function of coupling strength, bias, and temperature differences. In
the following section (i.e. Sec. IV), we will provide detailed
results.
IV. RESULTS
A. Effect of coupling strength

We first investigate the behaviors of S(ω) with varying system-reservoir coupling strength under the condition of
fixed temperatures and zero bias. Typical numerical results
are shown in Fig. 2. We find that even at finite frequencies,
the noise spectrum still depicts a non-monotonic turnover
behavior in the intermediate coupling regime as that in the
zero-frequency case.20 Another interesting finding is that
S(ω) has distinct frequency dependences in the weak and
strong coupling regimes (details are listed in Fig. 3): In
the weak coupling regime, S(ω) is a monotonic increasing
function of ω and saturates at high frequency [Fig. 3(a)].
The inset further shows that all the data with varying coupling strengths collapse on to one curve, implying the emergence of a universal scaling whose analytical form will be
given below. In the strong coupling regime, S(ω) simply follows a white noise spectrum over the entire frequency range
[Fig. 3(b)]. In order to understand such distinct behaviors, we
note that the NE-PTRE reduces to the conventional quantum

As clearly demonstrated in Ref. 20, Γo(e) (ω) describe totally
different transfer processes.
Combining Eq. (34) with a counting field χ, we have the
following χ-dependent NE-PTRE for the χ-dependent density
matrix20
ρ̇s ( χ, t) = −i[H̃s , ρs ( χ, t)] + D χ [ρs ( χ, t)],
(36)
P P
χ
where the dissipator reads D χ [ρs ] = l ω,ω0 {[Γl,− (ω)
χ
+ Γl,+ (ω 0)]Pl (ω 0)ρs Pl (ω) − [Γl,+ (ω)Pl (ω 0)Pl (ω)ρs + H.c.]}
and χ-dependent transition rates are expressed as
(σ = ±),
!2  ∞
η∆
χ
χ
dτeiωτ [cosh Qc (τσ ) − 1],
Γe,σ (ω) =
2
0
(37)
!2  ∞
η∆
χ
χ
iωτ
Γo,σ (ω) =
dτe sinh Qc (τσ ),
2
0

FIG. 2. Behaviors of noise spectrum S(ω) with varying system-reservoir coupling strength α for different frequencies. Other parameters are ∆ = 5.22 meV,
ω c = 26.1 meV, ε 0 = 0, T L = 180 K, and T R = 90 K.
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FIG. 3. Behaviors of noise spectrum
S(ω) as a function of ω with varying
coupling strength α for (a) weak couplings and (b) strong couplings. The
inset in (a) shows universal behaviors of
a scaled noise power S̃(ω) [defined in
Eq. (43)] in the weak coupling regime;
the scale parameter D is the sum of
total relaxation and activation rates in
the Redfield picture. Other parameters
are ∆ = 5.22 meV, ω c = 26.1 meV,
ε 0 = 0 meV, T L = 180 K, and T R = 90 K.

Redfield master equation (RME) and nonequilibrium noninteracting blip approximation (NE-NIBA) in the weak and
strong coupling regimes, respectively.14,20,35 Thus we focus
on these two limits and present analytical analyses in the
following.
1. Weak coupling regime

We first concentrate on the weak coupling case and
consider the RME for the reduced dynamics48,50 (see the
schematic picture in Fig. 4). We denote the relaxation and
activation rates due to the vth reservoir as
v
v
v
k1→0
= γv (∆)[1 + nv (∆)], k0→1
≡ k1→0
e−βv ∆ ,

(38)

respectively, where γv and nv are the spectral density
and Bose-Einstein distribution of vth bath, respectively.
Introducing pn (n = 0, 1) as the probability of the spin system to occupy the state |ni, satisfying p0 (t) + p1 (t) = 1, then
we have
!
k −k
| ρ̇s (t) = − d u | ρs (t) = −LR | ρs (t) ,
(39)
−kd ku
where | ρs (t) = (p1 , p0 and the total activation and relaxation rates read
X
X
v
v
ku =
k0→1
, kd =
k1→0
,
(40)
)T

v

v

respectively. From the above rate equation, the stationary
1
state solution corresponds to | ρstat
= kd +k
(ku , kd )T which
s
u
is just the right zero-eigenvector of LR , and the corresponding left zero-eigenvector reads 0̃| = (1, 1) such that
0̃| ρstat
= 1.
s

To study the statistics of heat, we split p(Q, t) [Eq. (10)]
into two part, namely, p(Q, t) = p0 (Q, t) + p1 (Q, t), where
p0 (Q, t) denotes the probability transferring heat Q from the
left reservoir into the right reservoir, within time interval [0,
t], with the spin on the |0i energy level at time t (the counting
begins at t = 0), and p1 (Q, t) is defined similarly with the spin
on the |1i energy level instead. By applying the transformation
pn ( χ, t) = ∫ dQpn (Q, t)ei χQ , we find
!
k
−k̃u
| ρ̇s ( χ, t) = − d
| ρs ( χ, t) = −LRχ | ρs ( χ, t)
(41)
−k̃d ku
L eiχ∆ + k R ,
with | ρs ( χ, t) = (p1 ( χ, t), p0 ( χ, t))T , k̃d = k1→0
1→0
L e−iχ∆ + k R . A cumbersome evaluation
and k̃u = k0→1
0→1
within the Redfield picture yields the following, nontrivial explicit expression for S(ω) valid in the weak coupling
regime:

2kL2
S(ω)
=
R
−
[D2 e−βL ∆ + (ku − kd e−βL ∆ )2 ], (42)
∆2
[D(ω2 + D2 )]
where D = k d + k u is the sum of total relaxation and activation rates and R = (ku kL + kd kL e−βL ∆ )/D = pss
kL
1 1→0
ss
L
51,52
+ p0 k0→1 is the dynamical activity,
which is the average number of transitions per time induced by the left reservoir. From the above equation, we see that S(ω) increases
from S(0) as ω increases and finally saturates at the value
determined by the dynamical activity R, in accordance with
numerical results shown in Fig. 3(a). If we define a scaled
FDCN
S̃(ω) ≡ R∆2 − S(ω),

a direct consequence of Eq. (42) is that S̃(ω) has a universal
scaling expression
S̃(ω)
= P(ω/D)
S̃(0)

FIG. 4. Schematic picture for the nonequilibrium spin-boson model in the
Redfield master equation framework.

(43)

(44)

with the scaling function P endowing a Lorentzian shape and
approaching 1 as ω → 0. This universal behavior is manifested in our numerical results as can be seen from the inset in
Fig. 3(a).
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It would be interesting to see whether a similar scaling
form in the weak coupling regime holds beyond the NESB
model. For multi-level systems, the rates are still proportional
to the coupling strength α in the weak coupling regime; we
then expect a scaling function F(ω/α) still exists; however, the
existence of multiple time scales will result in a complicated
functional form of F. Only for systems with a single time
scale, as Eq. (42) shows, the function F endows a Lorentzian
shape.
2. Strong coupling regime

We next turn to the white noise spectrum in the strong coupling regime, where the NE-PTRE is consistent with the NENIBA framework.14,20 Using the NE-NIBA, the population
dynamics with zero bias satisfies18,19,49
!
K −K
| ρ̇s (t) = −
| ρs (t) = −LN | ρs (t) ,
(45)
−K K
where the transition rate K is given by14,20
∞
2
K = (η∆/2)
dteQL (t)+QR (t) .

(46)

−∞

From the equation of motion, the stationary state can be
obtained as
0̃| =

1
(1, 1), | ρstat
s
2

= (1, 1)T .

(47)

In contrast to Eq. (39) of RME, now the diagonal and
off-diagonal elements of LN are equal. As can be seen in
the following, this distinctive spin dynamics with a single transition rate leads to the white noise we observed in
Fig. 3(b).
By incorporating the counting field, the equation of
motion, Eq. (45), becomes
!
K −K χ
| ρ̇s ( χ, t) = −
| ρs ( χ, t)
−K χ K
= −LNχ | ρs ( χ, t)

(48)

with the χ-dependent transition rate K χ = (η∆/2)2
∞
∫ −∞ dteQL (t−χ)+QR (t) .14,20 According to Eq. (26), after some
algebras, we find
S(ω) =

∂2
Kχ
∂(i χ)2

,

(49)

χ=0

which is just S(0) by definition; thus, we demonstrate
that S(ω) is indeed a white noise spectrum and confirms
our finding in the strong coupling regime as Fig. 3(b)
shows.
To gain more insights, we look at the explicit expression for the MGF. By diagonalizing the matrix LNχ , we find
eigenvalues µ0 ( χ) = K − K χ and µ1 ( χ) = K + K χ and the
(K χ ,K−µn (χ))
and
corresponding eigenvectors read gn ( χ)| = K 2 +(K−µ
(χ))2
χ

n

|fn ( χ) = (K χ , K − µn ( χ))T with n = 0, 1. It is evident that
g1 ( χ)| ρstat
= 0̃|f1 ( χ) = 0, then we find from Eq. (20)
s
that
Z( χ, t) = e

−µ0 (χ)t

,

(50)

which is exactly the MGF obtained in the infinite time
limit,18,49 thus we should have S(ω) = S(0) in this parameter
regime.
We remark that a single transition rate in the population
dynamics means that the activation and relaxation rates are
equal, which is only possible in the high temperature regime as
those bath-specific rates satisfy the detailed balance relation.18
In this regime, the memory of the system is totally destroyed
by environments. Therefore, we find the white noise spectrum
for the FDCN in the NESB model. It is desirable to investigate the FDCN in systems consisting of multi-states; for such
setups, interference effects play an important role in transition
rates at strong system-bath couplings53 which may change the
behaviors of the FDCN.
B. Effect of bias

In the presence of bias, we still focus on the two coupling strength limits. The numerical results based on the χdependent NE-PTRE [Eq. (36)] are shown in Fig. 5. In the
weak coupling regime with α = 0.05 [Fig. 5(a)], behaviors of
S(ω) as a function of ω with nonzero bias are similar to those
with zero bias in Fig. 3(a) and the FDCN increases as the bias
increases, implying that fluctuations are more prominent with
larger bias in this regime.
For weak couplings, we can use the energy basis of the two
level system. Nonzero bias will change the energy gap from ∆
to ω0 with the system Hamiltonian reading H s = ω0 σ z /2. The
original interaction term becomes
X
HI =
(σz cos θ − σx sin θ) ⊗ Bv
(51)
v

with Bv given by Eq. (28) and θ = tan−1 (∆/ω0 ). It is evident that
only the σ x component in the interaction term contributes to
spin-flip processes and thus to heat transfer in the Redfield picture. This implies that the transition rate kv defined in Eq. (38)
should be replaced by sin2 θkv in the presence of nonzero
bias.13 Therefore, if we make the following replacements in
Eqs. (42) and (43),
∆ → ω0 , R → sin2 θR, D → sin2 θD,

(52)

then the universal relation Eq. (44) can still be applied to
nonzero bias situations, as confirmed by our numerical results
presented in the inset of Fig. 5(a).
However, for strong couplings, nonzero bias leads to
totally distinct behaviors compared with the zero bias case.
As can be seen from the inset of Fig. 5(b), now S(ω) is no
longer a white noise spectrum and is suppressed by the bias, in
direct contrast to its zero frequency counterpart which is insensitive to the bias change.20 To understand the role of finite bias
in the strong coupling limit, we note that the χ-dependent
Liouvillian operator in the NE-NIBA framework now
becomes18,19,49
!
K(ε 0 ) −K χ (−ε 0 )
LNχ =
,
(53)
−K χ (ε 0 ) K(−ε 0 )
∞
where K χ (±ε 0 ) = (η∆/2)2 ∫ −∞
dte±iε0 t+QL (t−χ)+QR (t) and K(±ε 0 )
= K χ (±ε 0 )| χ=0 are transfer rates.
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FIG. 5. Behaviors of noise spectrum
S(ω) as a function of ω with varying bias ε 0 for (a) α = 0.05 and (b)
α = 5. The inset in (a) shows universal behaviors of a scaled noise power
S̃(ω) defined in Eq. (43) with scale
parameters given by Eq. (52) in the
weak coupling regime and the inset in
(b) presents the deviation of S(ω) from
S(0) as a function of ω. Other parameters are ∆ = 5.22 meV, ω c = 26.1 meV,
T L = 180 K, and T R = 90 K.

f
g
By diagonalizing LNχ , we find µ0 ( χ) = 21 Ξ(ε 0 ) − Ξ χ (ε 0 )
f
g
and µ1 ( χ) = 21 Ξ(ε 0 ) + Ξ χ (ε 0 ) , where we denote
Ξ(ε 0 )
≡
K(ε 0 )
+
K(−ε 0 )
and
Ξ χ (ε 0 )
q
2
≡ (K(ε 0 ) − K(−ε 0 )) + 4K χ (−ε 0 )K χ (ε 0 ); the corresponding eigenvectors read
gn ( χ)| =
|fn ( χ)

(K χ (ε 0 ), K(ε 0 ) − µn ( χ))
,
K χ (−ε 0 )K χ (ε 0 ) + (K(ε 0 ) − µn ( χ))2

(54)

= (K χ (−ε 0 ), K(ε 0 ) − µn ( χ)) .
T

, 0 and 0̃|f1 ( χ) , 0, the resulting
Since g1 ( χ)| ρstat
s
MGF obviously no longer equals e−µ0 (χ)t as it contains a contribution from the eigenvalue µ1 ( χ) according to Eq. (20); thus

we expect the frequency dependence of S(ω) in the presence
of bias, as Fig. 5(b) shows.
C. Effect of temperature difference

Now we extend our analysis of FDCN to the impact
of temperature difference ranging from the linear response
regime to the nonlinear situation.
1. ω = 0: Thermodynamic consistency

In the zero frequency limit, the NESB model we consider
satisfies the Gallavotti-Cohen (GC) symmetry,54 as shown
in previous studies;19,50 thus, the Saito-Utsumi (SU) rela∂ n
tions can be applied to Jmn = limt→∞ ∂t
Cm (t) [see Eq. (22)],
55
yielding

FIG. 6. Behaviors of noise spectrum
S(0) as a function of α with varying
bias for (a) temperature difference δT
= 0.05T R and (b) δT = T R . Symbols
are direct results of S(0), using our
theory, dashed lines are predictions of
Eq. (57), and solid lines are predictions of Eq. (56). Other parameters are
∆ = 5.22 meV, ω c = 26.1 meV, T L = T R
+ δT, and T R = 90 K.
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Jmn =

!
m
X
m
n+l
(−1)n+l Jm−l
,
l

(55)

l=0

L
from which we find 2J11 = J02 and thus S(0) = 2 ∂I
∂A by noting
2
1
S(0) = J0 . Associated with the coefficient J1 , we can introduce
a first-order energetic transport coefficient as32 κ F ≡ βL βR J11 ;
therefore,

S(0) = 2TL TR κ F .

(56)

For small temperature differences, Eq. (56) reduces to a linear
response relation24
S(0) = 2T 2 κ

(57)

with κ being the heat conductance. For later purposes, first
we check that our theory indeed satisfies Eq. (56) and
thus preserves the GC symmetry in the zero frequency
limit. As shown in Fig. 6, we clearly see good agreements
between numerical results and theoretical relations. Equation (57) captures the behaviors of S(0) with small temperature
differences in the entire coupling strength range regardless of values of bias, while Eq. (56) holds generally in
our theory regardless of the magnitude of the temperature
difference.
2. Frequency dependence

Now we investigate S(ω). So far, there are no general relations between S(ω) and first order quantities characterizing the response to arbitrary temperature difference
for finite frequency cases.24 However, according to above
universal behaviors in the two coupling strength limits, we
can formulate general relations valid in the corresponding
coupling strength regimes. The white noise behavior in the
strong coupling regime for unbiased systems implies that the
SU relation Eq. (56) can be directly applied to the FDCN,
namely,
S(ω) = 2TL TR κ F .

(58)

FIG. 7. Behaviors of noise spectrum S(ω) as a function of α with varying
temperature differences and fixed ω = 0.5. Blue color denotes δT = 0.05T R
and red color denotes δT = T R . Symbols are direct numerical results of S(ω)
based on the χ-dependent NE-PTRE, Eq. (36), dashed lines are predictions
of a strong coupling relation, Eq. (58), and solid lines are predictions of a
weak coupling expression Eq. (59). Other parameters are ∆ = 5.22 meV, ω c
= 26.1 meV, ε 0 = 0 meV. T L = T R + δT, and T R = 90 K.

While in the weak coupling regime, the universal scaling form
Eq. (44) guarantees the following relation:
S̃(ω) = 2TL TR κ̃ F (ω)

(59)

for the scaled FDCN S̃(ω) and a ffrequency-dependent
first
g
2
order coefficient κ̃ F (ω) = P(ω/D) κ F − 2T∆L RTR . Their validity can be seen from comparisons in Fig. 7. We find that
the weak coupling expression Eq. (59) predicts a monotonically increasing behavior of S(ω) as a function of α, thus
becomes invalid in the intermediate as well as strong coupling
regimes. The strong coupling expression Eq. (58) underestimates the current fluctuations in the weak coupling regime.
Although our theory can provide a detailed description for
the FDCN with arbitrary temperature differences in the two
limits of coupling strength, a general yet simple relation
for S(ω) and temperature differences beyond these two coupling limits is desirable and will be addressed in the future
studies.
V. SUMMARY

We formulate a general theory to study the frequencydependent current noise (FDCN) in open quantum systems at
steady states. To go beyond previous results, we extend MacDonald’s formula from electron transport to heat current and
obtain a formally exact relation which relates the FDCN to the
time-dependent second order cumulant of heat evaluated at
steady states. In order to calculate the time-dependent cumulant of heat involved in the FDCN, we follow the scheme of
a finite time full counting statistics (FCS) developed for electron transport and propose an analogous framework, which can
be applied to open quantum systems described by Markovian
quantum master equations.
To demonstrate the utility of the approach, we consider
the nonequilibrium spin-boson model which is a paradigmatic example of quantum heat transfer. A recently developed
polaron-transformed Redfield equation for the reduced spin
dynamics enables us to study the FDCN from weak to strong
system-reservoir coupling regimes and consider arbitrary values of bias and temperature differences. Key findings are as
follows:
(1) By varying coupling strengths, we observe a turnover behavior for the FDCN in moderate coupling
regimes, similar to the zero frequency counterpart. Interestingly, the FDCN with varying coupling strength
or bias exhibits a universal Lorentzian-shape scaling
form in the weak coupling regime as confirmed by
numerical results as well as analytical analysis, while
it becomes a white noise spectrum under the condition
of strong coupling strengths and zero bias. The white
noise spectrum is distorted in the presence of a finite
bias.
(2) We also find that the bias can suppress frequencydependent current fluctuations in the strong coupling
regime, in direct contrast to the zero frequency counterpart which is insensitive to the bias changes.
(3) We further utilize the Saito-Utsumi (SU) relation as a
benchmark to evaluate the theory at the zero frequency
limit in the entire coupling range. Agreements between
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the SU relation and our zero frequency results show that
our theory preserves the Gallavotti-Cohen symmetry.
Noting the universal behaviors of the FDCN in the weak
as well as strong coupling regimes, we then study the
impact of temperature differences at finite frequencies
by carefully generalizing the SU relations. Our results
thus provide detasiled dissections and a unified framework for studying the finite time fluctuation of heat in
open quantum systems.



∞

sin ωt
−∞

∂ 2
2
hQ (t)ic dt = S(ω).
∂t
ω

(A6)

Again using the fact that S(ω) = S(−ω) and that the original
correlator is symmetric in t implies that the integral over t can
be written as
∞
∂
S(ω) = ω
dt sin ωt hQ2 (t)ic ,
(A7)
∂t
0
which is just Eq. (5) in the main text.
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APPENDIX: MACDONALD-LIKE FORMULA
FOR HEAT TRANSFER

Here, we would like to present the derivation of MacDonald’s formula for heat transfer. Noting that in the Heisenberg
picture Q(t) = HBL (t) − HBL (0), we have
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